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Climber Seamus Lawless

Fears for
Irish dad
missing
on Everest
Ian Begley
A CLIMBER from Bray, Co
Wicklow, has gone missing
while making his descent from
Mount Everest.
Trinity College professor
Seamus Lawless (39) had been
part of an eight-member expedition on the world’s highest peak.
Father-of-one Mr Lawless
reached the summit early yesterday, but is believed to have
fallen while in an area known
as the Balcony.
The other Irish climbers are
reported to be safe and currently at 2,400 metres.

SEE PAGE 2

Robin Schiller

CONOR McGregor has been quizzed
by gardai over an alleged pub assault.

The UFC fighter (30) was interviewed after a man
claimed he was punched by the star on April 6 following
a brief verbal row in a Dublin pub.
Detectives questioned McGregor (above) on Tuesday,
just over 24 hours after robbery charges against him were
dropped in a US court.
SEE PAGES 6 & 7
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McGREGORQUIZZEDBY
GARDAIOVERCLAIMSHE
PUNCHEDMANAFTER
ROWINDUBLINPUB
lUFCfighterquestioned bydetectives just24hours
afterphonechargesweredroppedbyacourtinFlorida
EXCLUSIVE
Robin Schiller
DETECTIVES have quizzed UFC
fighter Conor McGregor over an
alleged assault in a Dublin pub, the
Herald can reveal.
McGregor was interviewed at a
garda station on the southside of
the capital after a man claimed he
was punched by the two-time UFC
lightweight champion.
The alleged victim told officers
he was assaulted by McGregor in
the Marble Arch pub in Drimnagh
on April 6 following a brief verbal
row between the pair.
Detectives at Crumlin have
been investigating the incident
and the Herald has learned
that they interviewed McGregor on Tuesday.
He was questioned just
over 24 hours after robbery
charges were dropped against
him in a Florida court.

CHARGES

The 30-year-old fighter met with
officers by appointment at Sundrive
Road Garda Station along with a
legal representative.
He was quizzed about his version
of events, and left the station later
that day.
McGregor was not formally arrested and presented to the station
voluntarily for interview.
Gardai will now submit a file to
the Director of Public Prosecutions
(DPP) who will determine if the
UFC fighter will face any charges.
The alleged victim, a man in his
late 30s, has claimed that he was
punched once by McGregor after a
verbal exchange.
“The version of events given by
the alleged victim is that words

Khalil Madani told the
Miami court.
McGregor did not
appear in court for the
hearing.
The fighter avoided
a criminal record last
July after he pleaded
guilty to disorderly
conduct at a UFC
event in New York.
Several people
were hurt when he
hurled a trolley at
a bus, smashing a
window, as it left
the Barclays Centre
in Brooklyn in April
2018.

McGregor hurls a trolley at a bus at a UFC
event in New York last year, which led to
him being charged by US police (inset)

INJURED

were exchanged between both men.
It escalated and a single punch is
alleged to have been thrown,” a
source told the Herald.
Gardai have interviewed the
complainant as well as a number
of witnesses, while “good quality”
CCTV of the incident has also been
recovered.
Earlier this week, McGregor had
charges against him dropped over
the alleged robbery of a fan’s phone
in Florida.
‘The Notorious’ had been charged
with robbery by sudden-snatching
and criminal mischief over an incident with a fan in Miami.
His trial was due to begin on
Monday – but the charges were
dramatically dropped after the state
prosecutor revealed that the alleged
victim had refused to appear in

court. The robbery charge carried
a maximum jail term on conviction
of five years.
Court documents say that the
prosecutor made several attempts
to contact British complainant
Ahmed Abdirzak “without much
luck”.
It is understood that Mr Abdirzak
has returned to England and “will

Gardai have
interviewed the
complainant as
well as a number
of witnesses

no longer be participating in the
prosecution of Mr McGregor”.
The memorandum continues:
“Mr Abdirzak has had some time
to reflect on his encounter with Mr
McGregor... he no longer believes
Mr McGregor sought to injure or
damage him or his property or
permanently or temporarily deprive
him of his property.”
According to the lawsuit, Mr
Abdirzak and other fans were videoing McGregor when the fighter
allegedly slapped Mr Abdirzak’s
mobile phone out of his hand and
repeatedly stamped on it before
walking off with it.
The charges were formally
dropped at a hearing on Monday.
“The victim of the crime does not
wish to return to the United States
and prosecute this case,” prosecutor

Fighters Michael Chiesa and Ray Borg were
injured by shattered
glass and unable to
compete in the event.
McGregor avoided
going to jail after striking a deal with prosecutors which saw him do
community service.
He also had to take
anger management
courses and pledged to
keep the peace for a year.
As recently as December he was before Dublin
District Court accused
of uninsured and unlicensed driving.
However, Judge Geraldine Carthy struck the
case out at the request
of gardai after his documents were produced
in advance of the brief
hearing.
A spokesperson for McGregor
did not respond when contacted
by the Herald last night.
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A BRAVE Dublin man who
was abused as a 12-year-old
by a scout leader has spoken
for the first time about his
horrific ordeal.
Colm Bracken was targeted by
paedophile James ‘Jim’ Leddy
Snr (55), one of the first people
to be convicted in the Scouting
Ireland abuse scandal.
“It was like a sweet shop and they were
coming in to buy,” said Colm. “That’s the
way I’d describe it – it was like a sweet shop
to them.” FULL STORY: PAGES 6-7

Colm Bracken has told
the Herald of his abuse
at the hands of scout
leader James ‘Jim’
Leddy Snr (inset left)
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‘THESCOUTSWAS
LIKEASWEET
SHOPFORTHESE
ABUSERS’
–VICTIM
SPEAKSOUT

ABUSER
james
leddy sr
Former scout leader James
Leddy Snr was convicted of
the sexual abuse of Colm
Bracken (left), which
happened when the victim
was just 12 years old

VICTIM
colm
bracken
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News 7
EXCLUSIVE
Robin Schiller
THIS is the former scout leader who sexually abused and
exploited a 12-year-old boy in
his Dublin home.
James ‘Jim’ Leddy Snr (55)
is one of the first people to be
convicted after more than 300
victims were identified in the
Scouting Ireland sex abuse
scandal.
The paedophile was found
guilty of indecently assaulting
a young scout he lured into
his home and abused several
times in 1981.
Today, his brave victim Colm
Bracken speaks out about the
abuse he suffered at the hands
of Leddy Snr and is also urging
other victims of abuse to come
forward.
Leddy, who was a member
of the Ardlea Scouts in Artane
but now lives in Blanchardstown, will be sentenced
next month for
indecent
assault
fol-

l Scout leader lured 12-year-old Colm l Abuser was working with kids
l Victim tried to take his own life l He fears others suffered abuse too
lowing a trial at
“It was very
Dublin Circuit
difficult for me
Court in December.
to walk into VinVin
Colm described
cent’s Hospital in
how he was first
what looked like
targeted
after
a cell. I was lookLeddy promised
ing at my husto teach him first
band strapped to
aid – and how he
his bed in a psyattempted to take
chiatric hospihis own life three
tal having been
decades later bebrought in with
cause of the abuse
a rucksack with
he suffered at the
a rope, a knife
hands of the scout
Colm Bracken ended up in St Vincent’s
and other paraleader.
after attempting suicide
phernalia to kill
“I would have
himself.
went into the scouts
“I was driving
in ’81, that’s when
the streets durthis all happened. Jim Leddy where he had grown up.
ing the night looking for him.
was an APL [assistant patrol
“I took myself away from the He was declared a missing
leader]. He would have been area I grew up, away from my person.
over a load of lads.
friends,” he said.
“I think there needs to be
“I would have lived on the
“The worst thing was, I recognition of the catastrophic
same street as him, maybe 40 didn’t see my sister or younger affect that all of this has caused
yards away,” he said.
brothers grow up.”
in his life. When people look at
“I was out playing football
someone who has been abused,
during the summer, doing what ABUSE
they look at it as something
you do as kids, and he called Colm attempted to bottle up that happened but think it’s
me over to the house and said what had happened, and said gone, that it’s only a memory.
‘Do you want to know how to he kept his mind off it with It isn’t, it has a ripple effect,”
do first aid’ and I said ‘Yeah, work and later his young fam- she said.
no problem’.
ily over the following years.
More than 30 years had
“I don’t want to get into too
However, in 2008, years passed since the abuse, and
much detail. It started with of bottling up the abuse took no formal complaint had been
him opening my trousers its toll and his mental health made to gardai. However, havand I was lying across his deteriorated.
ing learned that his abuser was
lap in the back room.
“Late 2008 was the final working around children as
“It lasted 15 minutes all straw, I couldn’t do it any a school bus driver, Colm detold from start to finish more,” he said.
cided to contact gardai about
and, on the way out, I was
“I wanted to kill myself, Leddy’s crimes.
told not to tell anybody. ‘If commit suicide. I felt like I
“I found out where he was
you tell anybody I’ll have let everyone down, my wife, and what he was doing. He
to tell your parents you’re my kids.
was involved with children,
smoking’, he told me.
“Anyone I knew, I was botLeddy would go on to tling it up.
indecently assault Colm
“I ended up in Vincent’s on
twice more, including suicide watch. I was there for
an oral sex assault on about four or five weeks as a
the then 12-year-old day patient.”
in the front room of
Colm’s wife Lisa described
his home.
one of the occasions when
It took away Colm’s she visited him in St Vincent’s
childhood, forcing Hospital, where he was being
him to stay away held after attempting to take
from the place his own life.

‘I wanted to kill
myself, commit
suicide. I felt
like I let
everyone down’

and I said ‘That’s it, he has to
be stopped’,” Colm said.
Gardai were contacted and
following a formal complaint
and an investigation by detectives based at Coolock Garda
Station, Leddy was charged.
However, despite suffering
unimaginable pain from his
abuser, Colm asked gardai
to wait until after Christmas
when he learned that officers
were planning to arrest him
just before Christmas.
“Why should his family suffer over what he has done? I do
feel sorry for his family, they’re
not to blame. I’m not doing this
to hurt them, it’s to get it out
there to other victims who have
been abused,” Colm said.
“Then the whole court process starts and you’re constantly blaming yourself. ‘Why me?’
is a big thing, and asking if
you’re the only one.

VINDICATED

“It’s a matter of acceptance, of
people believing in you. The
sixth year, you get your justice and you sort of feel when
12 people come back with a
verdict of guilty, I’m actually
believed. These people who
don’t know me believe me.
“You feel vindicated, you feel
like you can take on the world.
“I won’t lie, it’s not easy for
anybody, but you’ll get there
in the end.
“I waived my right to anonymity straight away. I’ve
opened the door, so for anyone
out there, go ahead and jump
on the wave because the more
the likes of him are put away,
the better.”
Another notorious paedophile within the scouts was
jailed in 2015 after being convicted of indecently assaulting
Colm.
As a direct result of Colm’s
bravery, and that of two other
victims who similarly waived

their right to anonymity, others
have come forward and made
criminal complaints against
the same scout leader, which
are now the subject of court
proceedings.
Looking back at his time in
the scouts, Colm describes it as
a “sweet shop”, with hundreds
of vulnerable children available
for those who should have been
protecting them to prey on.
“I always described the
scouts, it was like a sweet shop
and they were coming in to
buy,” he said. “It was like a
candy store. That’s the way I’d
describe it – it was like a big
sweet shop to them.
“There’s a lot of guilt, your
own guilt, and that rips into
you and even though you’ve
done nothing wrong, the one
question I want him to answer
is ‘why me?’
“It’s all about ‘why me?’, it’s
the big question. What did I do
to deserve what you did to me?
“They take away the innocence of what life should have
been for you. That’s all taken
away from you. On the sexual
end of things, that was all taken
away,” he added.
A review into the widespread
abuse carried out by Scouting Ireland members has so
far identified more than 300
victims and more than 200
suspected abusers.
However, Colm fears the
number may be far higher, and
is continuing to urge victims
who have not yet spoken out to
have their voices heard.
“I’m delighted it’s out there.
It’s never too late, you’re never
too late to come forward. Anybody who has been abused,
come forward,” he said.
If you have been affected
by this story contact the
Dublin Rape Crisis Centre’s
national 24-Hour Helpline
on 1800 77 8888
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Kerrie’s pictures
show the extent
of her injuries in
the horrifying
attack by Barry
O’Donoghue
(below)

Robin Schiller

THIS is the face of abuse victim Kerrie
Gamble who was kicked and punched in
a brutal attack by her ex-partner.

Barry O’Donoghue (38) was yesterday sentenced to
five years in jail after being found guilty of assaulting and
threatening to kill her at her home on October 20, 2016.
“I may never be able to rid myself of the fear I
suffer every day, but I can take back my silence
by releasing these photos,” she said. SEE P6-7
of The Herald
in ROI
is €1.30
RRP ofRRP
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BRAVEDOMESTICABUSEVICTIMSPEAKSOUT

‘He’llonlyserve
5yearsbutIwill
always be left
living in terror’

EXCLUSIVE
Robin Schiller
A BRAVE victim of domestic
abuse who was savagely beaten
by her ex-partner has said the
assault will live with her long
after her attacker is released
from jail.
Barry O’Donoghue (38) was
yesterday sentenced to five
years’ imprisonment after being found guilty of assaulting
and threatening to kill Kerrie
Gamble at her Dublin home.
Ms Gamble was kicked in the
head, punched and stamped
on during a prolonged assault,
during which O’Donoghue said
“tonight is your execution”.
Today, the Herald reveals the
pictures which show the extent
of the injuries caused to Ms
Gamble in the violent assault –
and how she fears O’Donoghue
will target her upon his release.

way meets the extent of
damage” caused.
She added that the failure of O’Donoghue to acknowledge his behaviour
suggests no remorse on
his part.
A senior source last
night praised investigating gardai for their work
in getting a conviction
against O’Donoghue.
“Gardai went to great
lengths in their investigation to secure a conviction,” the source said.
“He is a dangerous individual, and the injuries
sustained by the victim
that night are testament
to that.”

Barry O’Donoghue was
jailed for a total of five
years. Inset right, his
brutal attack left Ms
Gamble with injuries to
her eye and (below) leg

EXECUTION

BROKEN

Ms Gamble suffered serious
facial injuries during the attack
at her Drimnagh home on October 20, 2016, which included
a broken eye socket and nerve
damage to her face.
Speaking to the Herald, Ms
Gamble said that she wanted
images of her injuries published
in a bid to stand up against
domestic abuse and urge other
victims to come forward.
“I have made the difficult decision to release photographs of
some of the injuries I sustained
on the night I was attacked by
Barry O’Donoghue,” she said.
“This was not an easy decision for me but I firmly believe
that standing up to domestic
violence is more important.

“Although I know now that
what happened to me is not
my fault, I also know that my
fear and my silence allowed my
abuse to carry on for several
years.
“I may never be able to rid
myself of the fear I suffer every
day, but I can take back my silence by releasing these photos,
and telling everyone this is what
happened to me and this is still
happening to others, and it has
to stop.”
The Dublin woman (36) also
said that the attack would stay
with her long after O’Donoghue

is released from prison.
“While I take comfort in how
seriously the judge addressed
this matter, I cannot help but
feel somewhat disappointed
in the sentencing,” Ms Gamble
told the Herald after yesterday’s
sentencing hearing.
“This will haunt me for a lot
longer then the prison sentence
he received today.”
O’Donoghue, of Mourne
Road, Drimnagh, but originally
from Carlow, was sentenced to
a total of five years for assault
causing harm and making a
threat to kill.

Judge Elma Sheahan sentenced O’Donoghue to three
years for the assault, which
carried a maximum sentence
of five years.

‘I can take back
my silence by
releasing these
photos... this
has to stop’

The judge also sentenced the
thug to five-and-a-half years in
prison for threatening to kill Ms
Gamble, which was suspended
for six months and will run
concurrently with the assault
sentence.
A letter of apology from
O’Donoghue was given to Ms
Gamble at a court hearing last
week, but the victim said: “I
don’t buy it.”
Judge Sheahan noted a psychologist’s report in which the
defendant maintained that his
actions that night were reckless,
which the judge said “in no

During the trial, Garda
Keith O’Brien gave evidence of how O’Donoghue
beat Ms Gamble and kicked
her, before telling her: “Tonight is your execution.”
He threatened her with
a bread knife, and told her
he had met a man with access to firearms who would
shoot her.
In her victim impact statement, which Ms Gamble read
to the court, she said she had to
have surgery to repair her eye
and that she had nerve damage
to the left side of her face.
Ms Gamble said she did not
know how she made it out of
that night alive.
She said she had a recurring
nightmare in which she saw her
gravestone with the date October 20, which then disappears
and she hears O’Donoghue’s
voice telling her he would bury
her where no one would find
her.
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‘I do not know how I made
it out alive’ – Kerrie’s words

this as far as I did,” Ms
“Even just driving can now ing
Gamble said.
be an ordeal for me, and with
“I do not believe he will
a
d
spen
I
now
the job I have
DURING Barry O’Donothis go and he will sit on
let
lot of time driving.
ghue’s sentencing hearing,
and plan and scheme
this
ise
“I start to panic if I real
Kerrie Gamble (below) read
how he will get me back for
I haven’t locked the doors. I
out a powerful victim impact
reporting what he did to
fol
g
bein
I’m
k
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panic if I
statement, in which she deme, and for that reason I do
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ind
beh
lowed, if the car
tailed the lasting damage of
not see myself ever being
ind
is too close or stays beh
the assault.
free from spending the rest
too long.
“I consider the night of me
of my life looking over my
October 20, 2016, as the REVENGE
shoulder because of him and
night I should have died “I start to wonder is this the what I know him to already
and I genuinely do not know person he said he was going be capable of.
how I made it out alive,” Ms to send after me to kill me
“If I go anywhere, every
Gamble told the court.
le time I have to make
sing
me?
t
hur
/or
and
“I have recurring nightgoes
someone knows when
hing
sure
anyt
“Any time
mares and flashbacks from wrong with my car I feel like and where I’m going and
that night on a regular basis. an open target and I don’t when I’ll be back, as it’s too
“One of those nightmares handle it well when I feel dangerous otherwise.
is of my grave with my name like a sitting duck.”
“Even when I go to visit my
how
and October 20 carved on to
d
ribe
dad’s grave on my own, I canShe also desc
it, and then the headstone she lives in fear of O’Dono- not stay very long at all due
disappears and then I can ghue carrying
to the position of his grave.
hear him shouting at me out a revenge
[It] means my back is turned
that he told me he would attack when
to whatever danger might
bury me where nobody could he is rebe coming behind me.
“This especially devever find me.
ed
leas
“Another one is where I from prisastates me as my dad
just keep seeing the pattern on.
lay dead for two days
from the sole of his runner
all alone before we
“I
all over me from when he also live
found him and now
kicked me in the leg and in great
I can barely stay two
then also the noise of his fear of his
minutes at his grave
out of fear I won’t see
fists against my face and revenge
another attack
the noise I heard when he on me for
coming.”
kicked me in the face and bringthe eye.

Robin Schiller

Brave Kerrie Gamble
wants images of her
injuries published in a
bid to stand up against
domestic abuse

